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With the rapid development of economy, the number of various social 
organizations and enterprises which open accounts in commercial banks has 
multiplied. The fact that the increasing workload of bank-enterprise reconciliation 
gradually,the waste of manpower, financial and material resources under traditional 
mode of reconciliation, low withdrawal rate of bill reversion, delayed check, error 
check and check deviation, etc. has become a bottleneck troubling commercial banks 
for risk prevention and control, so it is possible for some outlaws exploiting an 
embezzlement, which brings loss to the banks or clients. Job of bank-enterprise 
reconciliation is an effective method to avoid funds risk, especially, as economic 
organizations providing agency services of payment, it is very important for banks to 
strengthen management of bank-enterprise reconciliation, perfect the internal control 
and reduce law case.  
To solve existent problems under the traditional mode of bank-enterprise 
reconciliation, it is important to improve the content of science and technology of 
account check, and to meet customers needs for bank-enterprise reconciliation. With 
the development of informationalization of the society, the demand of client for 
electronic reconciliation is increasing.So it is an urgent problem to integrate the 
resources of reconciliation, research and develop new mode of reconciliation for 
banks. Concentration Reconciliation System of the Bank- Enterprise make full use of 
modern science and technology, develop management system of bank-enterprise 
concentrated reconciliation gathering station management, channel management, 
reckoning management, seal validation management, and examination of account 
check, innovate method of account check, strengthen the level of flexibility and 
automatization of bank-enterprise reconciliation, cut down the time in route of 
reconciliation, reduce cost of account check, increase quality and efficiency of 














Based on background analysis mentioned above, this dissertation tries to design 
and realize Concentration Reconciliation System of the Bank- Enterprise. Firstly, this 
dissertation mostly analyzes the existent status and its development trendence of 
bank-enterprise concentration reconciliation, and further analyzes its feasibility on the 
base of consulting a great deal of data; secondly, considering and level and system 
deploy mode of data resource access in the system frame design, and introduce 
control mode of middle piece of CICS; thirdly, in the aspect of system detail design, 
identification of return receipt is the key. So, OCR technique is introduced to increase 
the level of automatization and efficiency of return receipt treatment. The entire 
system design strives to abandon traditional thought mode of reconciliation, bring 
bank-enterprise reconciliation into process management, monitor reconciliation of 
business organizations in real time, enrich reconciliation channels, to form a 
the reconciliation management.  
This dissertation designs reconciliation process through technique measure, to 
regulate the management of bank-enterprise reconciliation, repair the leaks and 
defects in reconciliation process, and implement automatic control and multi-channel 
reconciliation method. This system satisfy the needs of incept process of 
reconciliation data from such channels as bank desk, enterprise bank and, ERP, and 
internet bank, flexibly adapting the expansion of reconciliation modes and channels. 
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